Then S and T shares that same local spectral properties SVEP, property (β), property (β) , property (δ) and decomposability. From these common local spectral properties, we give some results related with Aluthge transforms and subscalar operators.
Introduction
Let X and Y be Banach spaces over the complex plane C, let L(X, Y ) be the space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y . And let L(X) denote the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on a Banach space X.
Given an operator T ∈ L(X), σ(T ) denotes the spectrum of T and Lat(T ) denotes the collection of all closed T -invariant linear subspaces of X, and for an Y ∈ Lat(T ), T |Y denotes the restriction of T on Y .
An operator T ∈ L(X) is called decomposable if for every open covering {U, V } of the complex plane C, there exist Y, Z ∈ Lat(T ) such that σ(T |Y ) ⊂ U, σ(T |Z) ⊂ V and Y + Z = X.
It has been shown by Albrecht [1] that this simple definition of operator decomposability is equivalent to the original definition due to Foias [5] . Decomposable operators are rich. For example, normal operators, spectral operators in the sense of Dunford, operators with totally disconnected spectrum and hence compact operators are decomposable [7] .
Let D(λ, r) be the open disc centered at λ ∈ C with radius r > 0. We say that T has the single valued extension property, abbreviate it SVEP, at λ ∈ C if there exists r > 0 such that for every open subset U ⊂ D(λ, r), the only analytic solution of the equation (T − µ)f (µ) = 0 is the constant function f ≡ 0. We define the analytic residuum, denoted by S(T ), the open set where T fails to have the constant function f ≡ 0. An operator T ∈ L(X) said to have the single-valued extension property, when T satisfies this property at every complex number. Hence T has the SVEP if and only if S(T ) = ∅.
Given an arbitrary operator T ∈ L(X) and x ∈ X, the local resolvent set ρ T (x) of T at x ∈ X is defined as the set of all λ ∈ C for which there exist an analytic X-valued function f on some open neighborhood U of λ such that (T − µ)f (µ) = x for all µ ∈ U . The complement of the local resolvent set is said to be the local spectrum and denoted by
. It may happen that the local spectrum σ T (x) is the empty set. 
We denote by σ β (T ) by the set where T fails to satisfy (β) and we say that T satisfies Bishop's property (β) precisely when σ β (T ) = ∅.
An operator T ∈ L(X) is said to have the decompositions property (δ) if given an arbitrary open covering {U, V } of C and for every x ∈ X there exist a pair of elements u, v ∈ X and a pair of analytic functions f :
It is well known that the properties (β) and (δ) are dual to each other [7] . That is, the operator T satisfies has Bishop's property (β) if and only if its adjoint T * satisfies the decomposition property (δ) on the dual space, and if two properties are interchanged the corresponding statement true. Also it is well known that T is decomposable in the sense of Foias if and only if T satisfies both (β) and (δ), and hence T is decomposable if and only if T * is decomposable. It has also been shown that an operator T ∈ L(X) has property (β) if and only if T is similar to the restriction of a decomposable operator to one of its closed invariant subspaces and an operator T ∈ L(X) has property (δ) if and only if T is similar to a quotient of a decomposable operator [7] .
The property (β) is defined in a similar way as for property (β). To be precise; let E(U, X) be the Fréchet algebra of all infinitely differentiable X-valued functions on U ⊂ C endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U of all derivatives. The operator T ∈ L(X) is said to have property (β) at λ ∈ C if there exists U a neighborhood of λ such that for each open set O ⊂ U and for any sequence {f n } of X-valued functions in E(O, X) the convergence of (T − µ)f n (µ) to zero in E(O, X) yields to the convergence of f n to zero in E(O, X). Denote by σ (β) (T ) the set where T fails to satisfy (β) . We will say that T satisfies property (
An important generalization of normal operators to the setting of Banach spaces is the class of generalized scalar operators. We denote by C ∞ (C) the Fréchet algebra of all infinitely differentiable complex valued functions ϕ(z), z = x 1 + ix 2 , x 1 , x 2 ∈ R, defined on the complex plane C with the topology of uniform convergence of every derivative on each compact subset of C. That is, with the topology generated by the family of pseudo-norm
where K is an arbitrary compact subset of C, m a non-negative integer,
An operator T ∈ L(X) on a complex Banach space X is called a generalized scalar operator if there exists a continuous algebra homomorphism Φ : C ∞ (C) → L(X) satisfying Φ(1) = I and Φ(z) = T , where I is the identity operator on X and z denotes the identity function on C. Such a continuous function Φ is in fact an operator valued distribution and it is called a spectral distribution for T . The class of generalized scalar operators were introduced by Colojoarȃ and Foiás [5] . An important subclass of the decomposable operators is formed by the generalized scalar operators. An operator T ∈ L(X) on a complex Banach space X is said to be subscalar if T is similar to the restriction of a generalized scalar operator to one of its closed invariant subspaces. It is clear that every subscalar operator has property (β), since the restriction of an operator with property (β) to a closed invariant subspace certainly inherits this property. Moreover it is well known that T ∈ L(X) is subscalar if and only if T has property (β) [6] .
Let H be a Hilbert space over the complex plane C with the inner product ·, · . An operator T ∈ L(H) is said to be hyponormal if its self
or equivalently, T * ξ ≤ T ξ for every ξ ∈ H. It is well known that hyponormal operators on a Hilbert space H is subscalar [9] .
Common local spectral properties of intertwining Linear Operators
Theorem 1. Let T ∈ L(X), S ∈ L(Y ), A ∈ L(X, Y )
and B ∈ L(Y, X) such that SA = AT and T B = BS. Suppose that AB = S and BA = T . Then T has the single valued extension property (resp. property (β)) at λ ∈ C if and only if S has the single valued extension property (resp. property (β)) at λ ∈ C. Moreover, T has the single valued extension property (resp. property (β)) if and only if S has the single valued extension property (resp. property (β)).
Proof. We only give the proof for property (β), the case of the single valued extension property is similar. Let λ ∈ C \ σ β (S) and let {f n } be a sequence of X-valued analytic functions in a open neighborhood U of λ such that lim n→∞ (T − µ)f n (µ) = 0 in O(U, X). Then we have,
, we deduce that {µf n (µ)} converges to 0 on compact sets of U . Since f n is analytic, the maximum modulus principle implies {f n } converges to 0 on compact sets of U . Thus λ ∈ C \ σ β (T ). The reverse implication is obtained by the symmetry.
By passing to adjoint in Theorem 1, and by using the duality of property (β) and (δ), we obtain 
. Then T has the decomposition property (δ) if and only if S has the decomposition property (δ). Moreover, T is decomposable if and only if S is decomposable.
The following lemma is found in [8] .
Lemma 3. Let O be an open subset of C and {f n } be a sequence in E(O, X) such that {µf n (µ)} converges to zero in E(O, X). Then {f n } converges to zero in E(O, X).

Theorem 4. Let T ∈ L(X), S ∈ L(Y ), A ∈ L(X, Y ) and B ∈ L(Y, X) such that SA = AT and T B = BS. Suppose that AB = S and BA = T. Then σ (β) (T ) = σ (β) (S). In particular, T is subscalar if and only if S is subscalar.
Proof. Suppose that λ ∈ C \ σ (β) (S). Then there exists a neighbor-
The reverse implication is obtained by the the symmetry. 
In the case s = t = 
(resp. if B is injective then σ S (y) = σ T (By) for every y ∈ Y .
Proof.
(1) Let λ / ∈ σ T (x) and x(µ) be an X-valued analytic function on a neighborhood O of λ such that (T − µ)x(µ) = x for every µ ∈ O.
Since SA = AT , we have
To show the second inclusion, let λ / ∈ σ S (Ax) ∪ {0} and y(µ) be an
Since BA = T and T B = BS, we have
Therefore, we have
Then it is easy to see that
and hence λ / ∈ σ T (x).
(2) Since σ T +λI (x) = σ T (x) + λ for every λ ∈ C and every x ∈ X, it suffices to consider the case λ = 0. Suppose that 0 ∈ σ S (Ax). Then, by (1) of this Theorem we have, 
= σ(S).
The reverse inclusion is obtained by the symmetry.
